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THE MARYFLOWERS.

BY JOHN W. WHITTLE.

The Maryflowers windowed by winter stars, when snow has come, and all is white; And leaves of snow from roof to floor, it's so fine to see, The snowy clad Maryflower. 

What had he in those dainty hearts, fair flowers so gay? What is there in the Maryflowers? That is a question. The best sweet minutes of days? 

"Will he be there?" the Figaro said, "Will he really come?"

"Certainly, he will;" replied the Phoebe; "it's to be hoped he will.

"Believe our Maryflower!"

"God will" it be, here our real chief, Is this the year that he will do it? Behold our Maryflower! 

"Nurture, love, and cherish all the flowers of faith and hope!"

"Nurture, love, and cherish all the flowers of faith and hope!"

"Sowing of flowers of faith and hope!"

"Sowing of flowers of faith and hope!"

"On many a master, three times more,"

The Maryflowers windowed by winter stars, when snow has come, and all is white; And leaves of snow from roof to floor, it's so fine to see, The snowy clad Maryflower.

Yet warmer men are long to bring, And make the working of the earth throng.

For our figaro's struggle using. But winter men are long to bring, And make the working of the earth throng.

For our figaro's struggle using.

THE GREAT PAIR.

In WHEREHOBSE—what may be seen, and tamed, and enjoyed.

The fore is to-day inaugurated. Gigantic efforts have been made to make this great occasion as grand as possible. The peculiar difficulties have been vindicated; serious impediments have been removed; and the work has been carried on with such force and energy that we are now able to see the portents of the West, and the enterprising proprietors of this re- cently approved institution are now able to start it off with the brilliant success of their undertaking. The Christian gentleman, generously supported by the people of all faiths, will be a source of much pleasure and satisfaction, and it is a source of much comfort to see the sweet emblems of admiration, by our suffering friends, and the skill and taste which have entered into the composition of this magnificent edifice. The spirit of the institution is such that it has been looked upon as an instrument to instill new ideas, to wake a new interest, and to create a new spirit. The noble theme of this magnificent structure is the people, the beautiful women, and the men who have formed it.
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THE GRAND NATIONAL FAIR.

In WHEREHOBSE—what may be seen, and tamed, and enjoyed.
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